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Racism and white supremacy : race, culture, ethnicity
• the assumption of white as the norm
• talk about needing to “pull” people of color in to “diversify” the co-op, rather than needing to change the
co-op culture, build cultural competence so that people of color will want to work at the co-op
• leadership or public face of the co-op is disproportionately white
• higher turnover of people of color
Patriarchy and male supremacy: gender, sex, transphobia
• policies and bylaws that use gender binary language (he/she) rather than gender neutral pronouns
(they/them)
• office space has gender segregated bathrooms
• leadership or public face of the co-op is disproportionately male
• masculine voices dominate at meetings
• masculine opinions are held in higher esteem
• cis men feel more entitled to propose changes to policies or practices in order to get their needs met
• higher turnover of women and trans people
• women and trans people do the majority of the unrecognized and undervalued work: taking notes,
cleaning, answering the phones, taking care of co-workers, recognizing and appreciating people's work
• masculine people restating words, statements, ideas of women, trans, and gender non-conforming
people in meetings, or not listening to what women, trans, and gender non-conforming people are saying
Capitalism: class, income, wealth
• meetings are unpaid
• childcare not provided for unpaid meetings
• meetings held outside of work hours (in evenings or on weekends)
• low paying jobs, with the assumption that people will be able to coast off their partner's jobs
• not providing health benefits, retirement plans
• expectation to work more than 40 hours/week, or long hours to “get the job done”
• assumption that people starting the job have savings with which to pay member buy-in
Ableism: mental, physical, and emotional ability
• only full time workers get health benefits
• no options for part time work
• if you can't work, you don't get paid
• if you can't work fast or “hard” enough, you aren't hired, or should quit/leave
• not providing health benefits, retirement plans
• expectation to work more than 40 hours/week, or long hours to “get the job done”
• using the word “crazy” in ways that equate it with wrong, bad, or broken
Homophobia and heteronormativity
• assumption of straight as the norm
• lack of recognition of queer people
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•
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offhanded comments, jokes that equate gay with bad, weak, lesser, gross
questions: why don't you have a boyfriend?
statements: you'd look so good in a dress
low paying jobs, with the assumption that people will be able to coast off their partner's jobs
higher turnover of queer people

QUESTI
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the faces of the leaders of the organization? How did they get there?
Who do people go to to get questions answered?
Who are the ‘experts’?
Who holds the power in the organization? Whose opinions and voices matter most?
What are the assumptions of needs of folks in the space?
What is the division of labor in the organization?
What types of knowledge and skills are valued? Which are not valued?
Are there types of work that are unpaid? What types are they?
What language is used around sexuality?
How is gender identity talked about and addressed?
Are there people who speak english as a second language in the co-op? If so, what structures, if any,
exist for language development, interpretation and translation, to ensure their full and knowledgeable
participation?
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Exit surveys
High turnover is usually a red flag that there's something going on within the organization that's leading people to
feel unsatisfied, uncomfortable, or unwilling to stay with the organization. This can be structural, interpersonal, or
both. When this turnover is greater in some groups of people (women, people of color) than others, that's an
even more sure sign that there's something the co-op needs to be addressing. Be sure to capture why people
are leaving the co-op. Collect exit surveys from all members that leave the organization, to help capture the
factors contributing to people's decisions to leave. You can even contact folks who have been gone from the
organization for a while to see if they'd be willing to offer input retroactively.
People are often more willing/able to be honest about their decisions and the factors contributing to them after
they've left the organization, when they have less concerns about how their honesty will impact their job stability,
pay, or social relationships. So, it can be helpful to ask people for this information after they've left.
Ongoing individual and organizational education
Offer educational opportunities for the whole group, to catalyst discussion, build trust, and facilitate ongoing
conversations with the membership. Also, be sure the remember that the work is not the workshop-- a good
workshop will leave your co-op with a better understanding of the work you need to be doing as an organization
to better address systemic power dynamics within the co-op. It should leave you with a long list of work to do!
Clearly define roles and expectations.
Ensure all jobs (esp ones that often get overlooked and then pushed to women, such as note taking, cleaning,
phone answering, etc) are included and accounted for and assigned. They can be assigned to one job role, or
they can intentionally be rotated between all workers or groups of workers.
Develop policies for addressing conflict, tension, and hurtful behavior.
You don't want to be doing this during a flare-up, when any policies or practices you adopt can feel very personal
to whoever is involved in the current conflict. As a group, decide how you want to address these moments,
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when/where you want to address them (in meetings, through a specific committee, one on one), and by whom
you want them to be addressed. Note that conflict, tension, and hurtful behavior are slightly different and you
may want to choose to address them differently.
Identify, encourage, and intentionally develop leadership, especially among people from marginalized groups
Being surrounded by the values of white supremacy, patriarchy, capitalism, and ableism, it's very easy to
internalize these values, even when they are hurtful to you. For this reason, people of color, women, trans and
gender non-conforming people, poor people, disabled people may not to recognize their own leadership skills, or
strengths, even though they may seem very apparent to you. When building leadership, don't just leave people
to self-identify and step up into roles by their own volition. When you do, you will be more likely to get folks who
feel comfortable in leadership or entitled to leadership positions. Take a moment as an organization to identify
where, and kinds of leadership, you see in the organization.
Also, intentionally build and develop leadership in your organization. Ways to do this:
• Mentorship: working in teams or pairs, buddies, experienced leaders exercise restraint and train others,
make space for potential leaders to ask the group or individuals for assistance and feedback
• Skill Building
◦ have a budget for professional development
◦ cross training
◦ pairing
◦ rotation of tasks
◦ mentorship
◦ breaking down skills rather than just doing them
• Cooperative Education
◦ Make sure everyone one know how the co-op is structured, and how to bring up proposals and
change things
◦ Robust orientation: to organizational structure
◦ Develop manuals, written materials to refer to
◦ Power: democratic decision making is not about getting your way, it's about thinking together and
coming up with the best decision for the group. It's about compromise.
◦ We're living in capitalism. People come in and they don't know how to participate within a
democracy. Ongoing cooperative education, and economic study can help the whole group function
better.
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Tracking  time  
  
Keeping  a  time  sheet  is  one  of  the  dreaded  chores  of  any  job.    Many  co-op  members  consider  joining  a  
co-op  to  be  a  liberation  from  such  chores.    But  I  am  here  to  tell  you  otherwise.    Tracking  your  time  is  a  
critical  part  of  the  recordkeeping  of  your  co-op.    Here  are  the  basics  for  making  time  tracking  useful,  
easy,  and  maybe  even  liberating  for  your  co-op’s  members.  
  
1. Know  what  you’re  supposed  to  be  spending  your  time  on.    Create  time  budgets  for  your  year,  
week,  month,  or  project.    Alternative:  draw  a  time  map  
2. Track  what  you’re  spending  time  on.    There  are  a  variety  of  tools  for  this.    Use  a  tool  that  is  very  
simple  for  everyone  to  use.    I  like  toggl.com.     
3. Compare  your  time  budget  to  the  time  you’ve  spent  -  usually  on  a  weekly  basis,  and  share  this  
information  with  each  other  for  accountability.  
4. Analyze  the  data  you’ve  collected.    Know  how  much  you  can  charge  your  customer  for  billable  
hours,  how  much  of  your  time  is  not  billable,  how  much  income  your  labor  creates  for  the  
co-op,  and  how  much  your  labor  costs  the  co-op.     
5. Report  back  to  everyone  on  how  the  co-op’s  time  was  spent,  and  use  this  information  for  
business  planning,  budgeting,  and  estimating  in  the  future.    If  people  see  the  benefit  of  
knowing  this  information,  they  are  more  likely  to  keep  good  records.  
  
  
**  track  unpaid  time  too!     
- time  donated  to  a  for-profit  company  should  count  as  income  
- time  invested  by  business  owners  in  starting  up  the  business  is  sweat  equity,  and  it  could  be  
compensated  later  -  this  will  be  much  easier  if  you  have  tracked  it.  
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Worksheet: Grievance Procedures
Discuss in groups: Share with the group the story of a time when you felt you were treated unfairly at work (or
at school, or at another organization). Who was it that treated you unfairly? Was it a supervisor? A coworker? Someone you supervised? What did you do about it? What would you have liked to do about it?
Why didn’t you?
Now imagine that you are being treated unfairly in your new co-op. What is the first thing you think you should
do about it?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Now imagine that doesn’t work. What is the next thing you should try?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Unfortunately, that didn’t do it either. Things are pretty serious now. What else can you think of to do?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Now things have gotten really bad. So bad, you don’t think you can get fair treatment from anyone in your
cooperative. Where could you go outside the co-op to settle this dispute?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Worksheet: Member Evaluation (page 1)
In any company, some sort of evaluation process is necessary to make sure everyone is living up to the
expectations they have been assigned. Unfortunately, in a lot of capitalist businesses, this is a disempowering
and demoralizing process for workers. Their future may depend on the outcome of their evaluation, and yet
they had no say in deciding what criteria to use in the evaluation. Evaluation procedures are usually very topdown, with managers evaluating workers, and no chance for workers to give feedback to their managers, or
even to each other. When there isn’t a constructive process for this feedback, it can end up expressing itself in
other ways, such as resentment, hostility, and all-around uncooperativeness.
A co-op also needs to have a system in place for evaluations, but we have a choice to create an evaluation
process that is useful, empowering, and helpful to the co-op member, as well as to the co-op in general. It
starts with a participatory process for creating the system for evaluations.
Think of all the things you need to be good at in order to do your job. There are many aspects to this,
including how quickly and how well you get your tasks done; how well you get along with other people, how
reliable and dependable you are to your co-workers, any many other factors that may be particular to your own
co-op. Below, list the top 5 questions you want people to ask about how you are doing at your job. Try to be
specific, for example, “Does this person offer constructive solutions?” or “Does this person reliably set
reasonable expectations and meet them?”

1.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
2.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
3.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
4.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
5.
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Worksheet: Member Evaluation (page 2)
Now think about the other people you work with. Who should have the right/responsibility to evaluate whom?

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
What are 5 things you think your evaluation
would say you did well on?

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

What are 5 things you think your evaluation
would say you needed work on?

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

Now think about your job description. It isn’t fair to evaluate someone on a responsibility they didn’t know they
had. Therefore, each of the things you listed above needs to be included in your job description. Below, write
the parts of your job description that reflect the qualities you identified above. For example: “Workers must
quickly and efficiently process products for shipment”, or “Worker-Members must actively engage in the
collective management process, giving constructive feedback throughout the process”.

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

Hiring Processes
There are many benefits to worker ownership, and some worker cooperatives are sometimes
overwhelmed with applications. However, some worker cooperatives find it challenging to recruit
prospective members who are able to meet these expectations and have all the required job-specific
skills. In order to find prospective members who are a “good fit,” many worker cooperatives:
■ Post detailed hiring announcements outlining the unique rewards, challenges, and expectations
associated with worker ownership;
■ Ask prospective members to address specific questions or issues in their applications or cover
letters;
■ Conduct a brief phone interview or informal tour before offering a formal interview;
■ run pre orientation trainings;
■ Send recruits to a training (like The coop academy);
■ Form a rotating, ad hoc, or personnel committee to conduct interviews (in order to get
multiple perspectives on each candidate).
Some of these practices are commonplace in non-cooperative workplaces, especially when recruiting
specialists or managers. However, most traditional firms cut corners when vetting “unskilled” or “nonprofessional” workers. Worker cooperatives are more likely to regard all workers as integral to the
health of the organization. In particular, smaller and / or collectively managed worker cooperatives
often require members to fill multiple roles and must recruit accordingly.

Collectively managed:
The terms "cooperative" and "collective" are often used interchangeably. While there is some overlap
between the two, these terms have distinct meanings:
A cooperative is an organization that is owned and democratically-governed by its members. Each
member owns one voting share, and has one vote on major decisions as outlined in the organization's
bylaws. Cooperatives generally adhere to the seven principles outlined by the International
Cooperative Alliance.
A worker cooperative is a cooperative in which the workers are the only member-owners. This means
that each worker owns one voting share, and is able to participate in the governance(and often the
management) of the business. Because workers are the only people eligible to become memberowners, outside investors or consumers do not participate in the governance of the cooperative. Some
worker cooperatives have elected managers, or managers who are hired by the elected Board of
Directors. Some worker cooperatives that are not collectives have a flat management structure at an
operational/worker level with no managers, but key decisions made by the Board of Directors.
A collective is an organization that is managed without hierarchy. This means that every member has
equal decision-making power. Some decisions may be delegated to individual members or subcommittees, but no one has the special, un-recallable authority usually granted to a manager. The
legal structure will specify that all Members are automatically Directors and must accept the
responsibilities of Directorshop, or that the organization is managed by Member meetings.
A worker collective is a particular kind of worker cooperative. A worker collective adheres to the same
cooperative principles as does a worker cooperative. However, worker collectives also adopt a nonhierarchical (often called a "flat" or "horizontal") management structure. This means that all workers
are equal co-managers: nobody has un-recallable decision-making power or authority over another
worker. Smaller decisions may be made by individuals, department teams, or committees, but all
collective members participate in both major management and governance decisions.
As you can see, the word "cooperative" refers to a specific ownership structure. Cooperatives can be
owned by workers, community members, or both. The word "collective" refers to how members
participate in the management structure. Collectives manage worker-owned cooperatives, consumer
cooperatives, non-profits, or volunteer activist projects.

Training Prospective Members
Some worker cooperatives have special training procedures and requirements for new hires. These
may include:
■ Orientations addressing the unique qualities of worker ownership. Topics may include an
introduction to worker cooperatives, an explanation of the worker cooperative’s structure,
avenues for participation, and expectations of members;
■ A “buddy system,” in which the new hire is matched with a mentor;
■ Opportunities or requirements related to meeting attendance. New hires may be encouraged
or expected to attend a certain number of Board, collective, department, or committee
meetings after completing training;
■ Written tests evaluating financial literacy and other skills required of members.

Probationary Intake Periods
Most worker cooperatives do not offer full membership to brand new hires. A probationary intake
period enables both new hires and long-time members to ensure that the new hire is prepared to share
in the responsibilities of co-ownership.
Probationary intake periods range from two months to a year or more, and are often marked by regular
peer reviews or performance evaluations. Peer reviews or performance evaluations assess whether a
new hire (or a long-time member) is meeting job expectations.
After a prospective member has successfully completed a probationary intake period, they are often
subject to a special peer review or performance evaluation. At this point, the prospective member’s
ownership is often confirmed by a vote or consensus of the current membership (or by direct managers
or close co-workers, in the case of larger cooperatives).
Why Peer Reviews?
Peer reviews are used many worker-owned cooperatives and collectively-managed workplaces (which
can be worker-owned or owned by other stakeholders but managed by a staff collective). Peer reviews
(also called evaluations) empower workers to share feedback and voice concerns related to job
performance and participation. While this page is primarily concerned with peer reviews in worker
cooperatives and collectives, much of this information is applicable to other kinds of co-ops.
Scheduled peer reviews are not a replacement for informal, ongoing, on-the-job communication.
However, peer reviews create an opportunity to compile and document feedback from all workers (or all
members of a department) and address any concerns.
Peer Reviews and Intake Processes
Many worker-owned cooperatives and collectively-managed workplaces have a probationary intake
period. During this intake period, prospective members (also called subs, interns, or apprentices) are
trained on essential job duties and exposed to the rights and responsibilities associated with membership.
Intake periods typically range from two months to a full year. Sometimes the intake period is measured in
hours worked. Prospective members may receive evaluations more frequently during this intake period.
Peer Reviews and Membership
In worker-owned cooperatives and collectives, full membership is granted after certain requirements are
met. Membership requirements may include a monetary buy-in, an investment of labor hours, and the
successful completion of the intake period. Membership requirements should be outlined in the Bylaws
and explained in detail in policy documents.
Peer reviews are often used to assess whether a prospective member has satisfied expectations related
to job performance and participation during the intake period. If the peer reviews are generally favorable,
new members are confirmed by a vote or consensus of the current membership.
Long-time Members and Peer Reviews
Peer reviews are not just for new and prospective members! Many worker cooperatives and collectives
find it useful to review long-time members periodically (perhaps once a year). This practice empowers all
workers to offer each other feedback, regardless of membership status, position, or seniority.
Peer Review Forms
Many cooperatives use peer review forms in order to solicit structured written feedback (See
Usworker.coop/doclib for examples!) Peer review forms include questions or prompts regarding the
reviewee’s job performance and participation. Peer review forms may also prompt users to brainstorm
solutions to any concerns. Reviewees may be asked to outline concrete goals or commitments. A
resulting “Plan of Action” may be approved by other members.

HIRING OVERVIEW
The Importance of Hiring the Right Person
There is perhaps no more important decision than who is hired for the organization.
The culture of an organization is sustained by hiring people who match the profile of the
desired employee of the organization. Good hires will support and reinforce Your Co-op’s philosophy:
mission, vision and values, equal access to power, horizontal organizational structure, all-inclusive
participatory approach, and consensus driven decision-making processes.
Therefore, the recruitment and selection process is of utmost importance. It needs to involve a great
number of people and it needs to reflect commitment to Your Co-op by sustaining the desired culture
and retaining the right individual for the job. Much of the interview process should be based on
examining how people have handled various situations in their experience and how they would address
current situations. From these in-depth interviews, the true character of the person should emerge so
that the selection team can determine the degree of fit with the organization. Some people interview
well, but they might be very bad hires. Some people interview badly, but they might be great hires.
You might consider interviewing candidates in different settings to ensure that people are being
themselves during the interview process. Consider small group interviews, larger group interviews,
panel style interviews, on the job interviews (teaching a class, giving a training etc.), lunch interviews
in a restaurant, breakfast interviews etc.

Do Not Rush

Do not rush the hiring process and do not skip steps. A bad hire can cost the organization greatly. If you
do not find the right person for the job after having interviewed several candidates, do NOT hire the
best of the worst. Continue with your applicant and candidate search until you find the right fit for
Your Co-op. If necessary, and/or in an emergency, consider hiring a temporary staff member or outside
contractor to serve as interim for the vacant position. You might also want to review your job
description and advertising strategy as well as re-assess your hiring need.

Personal Connection
If an interviewing member has a preceding personal connection/relationship to the Candidate outside a
professional setting- i.e. a relative, a friend, a life or business partner- the interviewing member shall
disclose this immediately and abstain from being part of the Search Committee. This will avoid any
biases and/or any undue pressure upon other interviewing members during the hiring process. In cases
where the interviewing member cannot withdraw himself/herself from the Search Committee (e.g.
Your Co-op is hiring for a Lead ESOL Facilitator and there is a Candidate who is best friends with the
Education Director who in turn is part of the Search Committee), the interviewing member shall
disclose to the Organization the type of ties/relationship he/she has to the Candidate and can have a
voice (recommendation), but no vote and no power to block consensus.

Hiring Process

The Hiring Process starts when:
-a staff member, a Program Coordinator or the Executive Director/Leadership Team identifies a
position that needs to be filled or added (be it paid staff, stipended position or volunteer/mentor).
-a staff member, the Executive Director/Leadership Team or a Board member identify the need for an
outside consultant
-a staff member, a learner, or a Board member identify the need for Executive Board Development
-a staff member, a learner or a Board member identify the need for Advisory Board(s) development.
All hiring processes shall follow the Decision-Making Flow chart and the Decision-Making Process chart.
The Decision-Making Flow Chart defines the steps and ways in which the hiring shall be made.
E.g.: A primary stakeholder (like a Program Coordinator) comes to a Staff Meeting requesting to
fill a job vacancy. The Staff then forms a (Candidate) Search Committee who will later come
back to make hiring recommendations to the Staff (the Staff is the driving body for hiring a
candidate in this example). After having gone through the entire hiring process, and after
having received the recommendations from the Search Committee, the Staff makes the hiring
decision through consensus only.

The final hiring decision is up to the Staff for new staff members, or up to the Board for an incoming
Board member. The Executive Director/Leadership Team hiring decision shall be made by both Staff and
Board. Learners shall be included in all Search Committees and in all hiring processes. All hiring
decisions shall be made by organization-wide participation and by consensus from the driving body
(can include abstained votes by those interested in not blocking consensus). Hiring shall not take place
by majority vote.

Structure & Role of the Search Committee

The Search Committee is formed by the body driving the hiring process (i.e. Staff or Board). The Search
Committee shall include primary stakeholders.
E.g.: The profile of the Search Committee for the Education Director is as follows: 1 learner, 1
ESOL Volunteer Facilitator (or another Lead Faciltiator), Direct Services Coordinator, Executive
Director, (outgoing) Education Director, 1 Lead ESOL Facilitator, 1 Board member.
The role of the Search Committee is to search for applicants, select candidates, conduct the first round
of interviews and coordinate the whole hiring process (refer to Step-by-Step Hiring Process & Chart).
The Search Committee shall make recommendations to the Staff after the final round of interviews is
completed, but the Search Committee shall not make the final decision on who to hire. Search
Committees make recommendations to the Hiring Body, but, like any other specialized temporary
committee, they do not make the hiring decisions.

Steps for Hiring
1. Determine the type of Hire or Recruitment and determine the hiring/recruiting body which, in
the majority of cases, will either be co-op member or Board.
Hire:
-Paid Staff-Worker owner
-Consultants
Recruit:
-Volunteers/Mentors/Tutors.
-Executive Board members
-Advisory Board members
-Aprentice Team members
2. Read Hiring Guide
3. Read additional Hiring Materials in the General Section of the Hiring Handbook (especially those
related to legal compliance). Articles in this section include: Best Practices for hiring
Interviews, Employer Discrimination, Frequently Asked Questions Regarding Hiring Laws etc..
4. Review Tuckman’s Small Group Behavior and Development
5. Review Decision-Making Flow and Decision-Making Process Charts
6. Work with the Step-by-Step Staff Hiring Process (chart & doc) to guide your hiring process. The
Staff Hiring process is the basic hiring format that all other hiring processes shall follow with
minor alterations based on the type of vacancy.
Special Criteria for Hiring/Recruiting
When Recruiting Executive Board members, the Search Committee & Board need to take into account
the following:
-Board profile
-Requirements and job descriptions
-Candidate’s Skills
-Candidate’s understanding and participation in Your Co-op’s model and culture.
-Connection to Your Co-op. Board members shall not be recruited or invited to serve on the Board
unless they are current learners, former Your Co-op staff , former learners, former volunteers OR
candidates who have worked very closely with the organization and fully embrace and actively
participate in Your Co-op’s philosophy and culture (there needs to be organization-wide consensus in
this case). Board candidates who do not fulfill this criteria can start working in the Advisory Board first
and can later move on to the Executive Board after 1 to 2 years of actively serving in the Advisory
Board (depending on the candidate) and after successfully proving that they understand and practice
Your Co-op’s participatory model.
-Any additional compliance or regulatory requirements

Step-by-Step Hiring Process
Step 1: Program Coordinator & Program Members assess the hiring need
A common mistake made in the hiring process is an organization’s failure to first assess their current
hiring needs. By overlooking this, a department/program may miss an opportunity to restructure their
department/program or organization to fit its current need.
Let us say an administrative assistant leaves your department/program. The vacancy provides an
opportunity for you to conduct a needs assessment. By conducting the assessment, you may discover
that you do or do not need to fill this vacancy; or you may determine that what you now need is a
position that has a less administrative and more of a programmatic focus. Remember that for some
funded positions, the opportunity for flexibility of job function may be limited.
As your first step, you will want to examine some hiring fundamentals. Ask yourself as the program
coordinator:
-Is this the right job given our current goals?
-What are the essential job functions of the position?
-How will I ensure that our hiring process complies with employment laws?
-What kinds of previous experience and skills do we need?
If the answers to these questions point to the need to fill an existing position or add a new position,
then proceed with the hiring process.
Step 2: Program Coordinator, in conjunction with Program Members, updates or writes job
description
The Program Coordinator, with the help of Program Members, writes or updates the job description.
Together, they also write the candidate’s desired profile and requirements for the job.
Step 3: The Staff forms a temporary Search Committee
The Staff forms/appoints a Search Committee (a specialized committee – see Decision Making Flow
chart) for each job opening based on job profile/ requirements and availability of staff volunteers who
wish to participate in the Search Committee. The Search Committee should be comprised by a
minimum of 3 people:1 Staff Member, 1 Board Member & 1 Learner or 2 Staff Members and 1 Learner.
A Learner should always be part of the Search Committee. The job of the Search Committee is to
search for candidates suitable for the position and to conduct the interviewing process. The Search
Committee does not make hiring decisions. The Staff or Staff & Board make the final hiring decision.
Step 4: The Search Committee develops Hiring Tools
The Search Committee reads the Hiring Guide and develops 1) a hiring plan including a timeline, 2)
develop hiring process for each specific job/ position (especially 2nd round of interviews) 3) interview
questions (including core interview questions from the Hiring Toolbox) 4) evaluation criteria (samples
for all can be found in the Hiring Toolbox) 5) reviews job description and candidate profile and 6)
emails job description and ad, candidate profile and all developed tools to staff and Board for feedback
(if any) and transparency purposes. Allow 48 hours for feedback/suggestions.
Step 5: The Search Committee advertises the position
The Search Committee posts job application in all the media that it deems necessary. All job openings
shall be posted on Your Co-op’s website at minimum. Brainstorm locations where to find people that
may share or be susceptible to accepting Your Co-op’s participatory approach and organizational
structure. The same process shall be followed when hiring from within the staff or within the
organization.
Create a Suggested list of advertising venues:
-EJ. Your Co-op website, Other
Step 6: The Search Committee receives applications
The Search Committee receives applications and answers any questions applicants may have.
Step 7: The Search Committee makes initial selection
The Search Committee makes initial selection of applicants for interviewing.
Step 8: The Search Committee conducts interviews
The Search Committee conducts first round of interviews and selects top three or top two candidates.
At least 3 references shall be checked for each candidate.

Step 9: The Search Committee recommends top candidates
The Search Committee emails Staff and Board their recommendation of top candidates together with
the applications/resumes of ALL applicants. Recommendation of top candidates shall include back-up
paperwork (cover letter, resume, notes from conversations with references, interview notes, interview
evaluation, other).
Step 9a: Staff’s Discretionary Power.
If a desired applicant did not make it to the 2nd round of interviews, Staff/Board can request to include
him/her in the process. Staff/Board can also remove a proposed candidate from the running.
Step 10: Other Job Specific Steps
Other Steps might apply particular to the job description
Step 11: Community/Staff Meeting
ALL Staff, available Learners and any other interested stakeholder interview the top candidates at a
community/Staff meeting. Additional individual or small group meetings with staff members and
candidates can also be arranged within a 48 hour period so as not to greatly extend the hiring process.
Step 12: Staff’s Hiring Decision-Making
Staff decides who to make the job offer to and makes the hiring decision (hiring decision shall be made
by Your Co-op’s approved decision making process – consensus or majority vote. Staff also selects 2nd
runner up in case 1st candidate declines job offer( unless there are no good matches/fit for 2nd runner
up). Absentee Staff/Board have 48 hours to email their decision if they are out of state.
Step 12a: If Consensus is Not Reached …..
If Consensus is Not Reached (people can abstain), the search for the right candidate continues. In the
meantime, a staff member might be asked to serve as Interim in that position.
Step 13: Negotiate Job Offer
Search Committee and Financial Officer of Leadership Team (or Executive Director) meet with the
winning candidate (Candidate #1) and negotiate the job offer. If Candidate #1 declines job offer, or if
satisfactory negotiation terms are not agreed upon with Candidate #1, then the Search Committee and
Financial Officer of Leadership Team (or Executive Director) negotiate with Candidate #2 (if a second
candidate was selected by Staff).
Step 14: Signing of Contract
Work contract & paperwork is signed within 48 hours of acceptance.
Step 14a: If Job Offer Not Accepted
If job offers are not accepted by Candidate #1 or Candidate #2, the candidate search and interviewing
process will continue until the right candidate is found. An Interim person (temp, volunteer, staff etc)
can fill the position temporarily.
Step 15: If Job Offer IS Accepted
If job offer is accepted, Search Committee calls all applicants and candidates to thank them. Also
sends thank you letters.
Step 16: New Employee Orientation
The Program Coordinator or Leadership Team or Executive Director will conduct the new employee
orientations of new staff coming in to the organization.
Step 17: Post Hiring Evaluation
The Search Committee is responsible for conducting a 360 Evaluation of the new employee 90 days
after hire (see Evaluation docs).

NOTE 1: If hiring from within the organization, the same hiring process should be followed unless it is just adding more
hours to the employee’s current position.
NOTE 2: If hiring a relative or close friend of a Staff/Board member, the Staff/Board member should withdraw himself/herself
from the hiring process and/or hiring decision.
NOTE 3: If a sudden and unplanned resignation occurs, the Executive Director/Leadership Team shall form specialized Search
Committee for this emergency or decide to fill the position with an interim person.

Sample Health & Safety Checklist/Survey
HAZARDS (Specify the department(s) where these hazards are found and describe problem in the
space provided)
__ 1. Too hot ____________________________________________________________
__ 2. Too cold or drafty ____________________________________________________
__ 3. Sudden temperature changes ____________________________________________
__ 4. Poor lighting ________________________________________________________
__ 5. Obstruction in aisles __________________________________________________
__ 6. Exposed wires or other electrical problems ________________________________
__ 7. Wet or slippery floor __________________________________________________
__ 8. Faulty handjack _____________________________________________________
__ 9. Forklift in poor condition ______________________________________________
__ 10 Have you had any training to operate forklift ______________________________
__ 11. Inadequate ventilation________________________________________________
__ 12. Machines lacking guards ______________________________________________
__ 13. Machines poorly maintained ___________________________________________
__ 14. Improper storage of dangerous materials _________________________________
__ 15. Excessive noise _____________________________________________________
__ 16. Excessive vibration __________________________________________________
__ 17. Machines poorly maintained ___________________________________________
__ 18. Poor housekeeping or inadequate: ______________________________________
__ Bathroom ______________________________________________________
__ Change areas ____________________________________________________
__ Lunch rooms ____________________________________________________
__ 19. Heavy lifting _________________________________________________________
__ 20. Repetitive work ______________________________________________________
__ 21.Inadequate protection from fire _________________________________________
__ 22. Inadequate or unclear marked Emergency Exits ___________________________
__ 23. Workers inadequately trained for jobs ___________________________________
24. Do you work with chemicals? Yes___ No___
What kind/what are they used for _____________________________________
Did you receive proper training on the chemicals you work with? Yes___ No___
25. Does the company always provide, at no cost, the appropriate safety equipment like gloves,
protective hearing devices, helmet, etc? Yes___ No___
26. Is there a first-aid kit station or rest area in your shop? Yes___ No___
27. Are medical personnel available or persons trained in first-aid kit? Yes___ No___
http://www.masscosh.org/sample-health-safety-checklistsurvey/health-safety-survey

HEALTH & SAFETY SURVEY
Name (optional)
Work location and department
Job title __________________________ # of years in this position _____
Hourly wage _______
1. Have you ever been injured or became sick because of working conditions?
Yes___ No___
2. If yes what type of injury or illness?
__ Burns | Describe problem: _________________________
__ Cuts | Describe problem: _________________________
__ Eye injury | Describe:__________________________________
__ Hearing loss | Describe:__________________________________
__ Back injury
__ Muscle strain | Describe:__________________________________
__ Broken bones | Describe:__________________________________
__ Throat/lung problems | Describe:__________________________________
__ Skin problems/allergies | Describe:__________________________________
__ Nausea/dizziness/headaches | Describe:__________________________________
__ Anxiety/irritability/unusual fatigue ________________________
3. What caused your injury or illness? :__________________________________
4. Did you report your injury or illness? __ yes ___ no
5. Did you miss time at work as a result of your injury or illness? Yes___ No___
How much time did you miss at work? ______________
6. Did you receive workers' compensation? __ yes ___ no

http://www.masscosh.org/sample-health-safety-checklistsurvey/health-safety-survey

*Know Your Rights:
Your Legal Rights in the Workplace

There are many laws that protect your rights when you work in the United States. It is important to
know your rights so you can tell if your employer is following the law. This information tells you
what your legal rights are, and where to go for help when you have problems.
All workers are protected by these laws, even if you don’t have legal immigration papers. If you
work on a farm, the laws that protect you are different than the laws described here.
You have a right to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a job that is safe and free from dangers
get paid for your work
get paid extra for working more than forty hours a week
get help when you are hurt on the job
be treated fairly by your employer
protection regardless of your legal status

*This information is excerpted from "Know Your Rights: Your Legal Rights in the Workplace," a factsheet
of the “Protecting Workers Who Exercise Rights” Project of the National COSH Network.

Your Job Should Be Safe!
Your job is supposed to be safe and if there are any dangers, your employer has to fix them. In the
United States, the Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA) enforces safety laws for
workers.
The law says that your employer has to give you training to tell you about the dangers where you
work, and how to be safe while doing your job. Some examples are:
•
•
•
•
•

working with machines
working with chemicals
work in high places
when you work with human blood and body fluids.
doing work in holes or trenches that are more than four feet deep

If you need special equipment to protect you when you work, your employer should pay for it.
You Can Refuse Work that Is Not Safe
If your employer asks you to do something that you think might badly hurt you or kill you, you have
a right to refuse to do that work. But don’t quit or leave the job!! You have to offer to do other work
in another area to keep your legal rights. If you do that, your employer is not allowed to fire you. If
they do fire you, you might be able to get your job back later.
Report Unsafe Work to OSHA

If you think that your job is not safe for you or a co-worker, you could talk to your supervisor first
about the problem. If they don’t solve the problem, you can make a complaint to OSHA about the
problem. You can ask them to come and inspect your workplace. They will not tell your employer
they are coming. You can also call OSHA even if you haven’t complained to a supervisor first.
It is best if you put your name on the complaint form, but you can ask OSHA not to tell your
employer your name, and they won’t tell them. You can get the form from OSHA or from your local
COSH group. If there is a union where you work, your case will be stronger if you file a grievance
as well as an OSHA complaint.
If you want to file a complaint, ask your local COSH group for information about how to do it and
get the best results. Look at the resource numbers on page 4 to find out who to call. To help
OSHA, workers should document all illnesses and injuries related to work.
You Should Not Get Fired for Reporting Safety Problems at Work
The law says that you should be able to talk to your supervisor or boss about unsafe conditions
and that they are not allowed to discriminate against you for that. They are not supposed to fire
you, demote you, give you dirty work, or punish you in any other way for making suggestions or for
taking action for yourself or for a co-worker. You should not be treated differently from your coworkers.
If this does happen to you, you can file a “whistle blower” complaint with OSHA. Sometimes, you
can get your job back and your employer may have to pay you any wages you lost. You have to file
your complaint within 30 days, or you can lose your rights. Ask your local COSH group if they have
a free fact sheet about your whistleblower legal rights.
If You Get Hurt on the Job
If you get hurt on the job, your employer should pay all of your medical bills, including travel to and
from the doctor. If you miss work for more than seven working days, they should also pay for most
of your lost wages—60%of wages that you lost while you were out in Massachusetts. These
payments are called workers’ compensation benefits.
You should not have to use your own health insurance! You should not have to use your own sick
time or vacation time (if you have it), except for the first seven days.
You should also report your injury or sickness to the agency in your state which handles workers’
compensation claims. Do this in addition to filing a claim with your employer’s insurance company.
This will help protect your rights later if you have trouble with your employer. Ask your local COSH
group if they have a fact sheet about your rights under your state’s workers’ compensation law.
Work Together with Your Co-workers!
The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects you when you take action with other co-workers.
Some examples of protected activities: you can work together with your co-workers to protest too
many overtime hours, ask for a pay raise, or talk about safety problems at work. To be protected by
this law, you have to make it clear to your employer that you are acting on behalf of a group of your
co-workers, not just yourself. Otherwise, you might be fired. You are protected under the NLRA
regardless of your immigration status (whether or not you have papers).
Be careful! — use your common sense. Although the information on these pages is about your
rights, be careful and talk only with co-workers that you trust. We recommend getting help if you

want to organize a union in your workplace. A union will give you the strongest protection against
retaliation for taking action to improve your working conditions.
You Should Be Treated Fairly
It is against the law for your employer to discriminate against you because of your race, color, sex,
religion, age, physical disability, or national origin. If you think that your employer is discriminating
against you, you can call the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission for more information or
to file a complaint.

